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Abstract—One of the major obstacles to achieving robots ca-
pable of operating in real-world environments is enabling them to
cope with a continuous stream of unanticipated situations. In pre-
vious work, it was demonstrated that a robot can autonomously
generate self-models, and use those self-models to diagnose unan-
ticipated morphological change such as damage. In this paper, it
is shown that multiple physical quadrupedal robots with similar
morphologies can share self-models in order to accelerate mod-
eling. Further, it is demonstrated that quadrupedal robots which
maintain separate self-modeling algorithms but swap self-models
perform better than quadrupedal robots that rely on a shared self-
modeling algorithm. This ﬁnding points the way toward more ro-
bust robot teams: a robot can diagnose and recover from unantic-
ipated situations faster by drawing on the previous experiences of
the other robots.
Index Terms—Collective robotics, evolutionary robotics,
self-modeling.
I. INTRODUCTION
I
NDUSTRIAL robots have permeated and revolutionized
every aspect of heavy industry because they can execute
preprogrammed actions in ﬁxed, indoor industrial environ-
ments. Robots would be equally useful in outdoor or home
environments, but creating devices that can continuously adapt
and autonomously cope with the constantly changing aspects
of such environments—or the effects such environments have
on them—has had limited success.
Ratherthancontinuouslyhavingtoreprogramnewcontrollers
for a robot once it or its environment changes, evolutionary
robotics [28] is a ﬁeld that uses evolutionary computation to
autonomously generate behaviors for robots. There are three
main approaches to evolutionary robotics: controllers are either
evolved directly on the physical device, requiring thousands of
evaluations [12], [14]; controllers are adapted from an existing,
hand-designed controller [36]; or a hand-designed simulator is
usedtoevolvecontrollersbeforetransferaltothephysicaldevice
[20], [31]. The ﬁrst approach is infeasible for continuous, rapid
adaptation; the second approach requires a human to create the
starting behavior; and the third approach requires a human to
craft a simulation of the robot. This detracts from the overall
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goal of evolutionary robotics, which is to realize an automated
mechanism for behavior generation.
In previous work [7], [9], a fourth method was introduced
that overcomes these obstacles by allowing the robot to evolve
simulations of itself and its local surroundings, and then use the
best of the evolved simulations to internally rehearse behaviors
before attempting them in reality. Much work has been con-
ducted on enabling a robot to autonomously model its environ-
ment [37], but our work is the only method proposed thus far
that enables a robot to explicitly model its own body. This ap-
proachcanbeusedbyarobottodiagnoseandrecoverfrombody
damage when such damage cannot be inferred by direct obser-
vation or retrieved from a database of past experiences [21].
Rather than most evolutionary computation-based modeling
approaches in which a set of training data is generated ﬁrst and
then models are evolved to explain that data (e.g., [23], [1],
[16]), the framework developed in [7] and [9] uses an active
learning [3] approach: modeling alternates with a search for
new training data, based on the current state of the models. This
raisesthequestionofhowtosearchfornewtrainingdata.Seung
et al. [33] showed that, in theory, the optimal choice for the next
training data is the one which causes the current set of models
to disagree in their predictions. In previous work, the estima-
tion–exploration algorithm [7] (EEA) was introduced, which
uses an evolutionary algorithm to search for these informative
training samples: a ﬁtness function rewards candidate training
datafor howmuchmodeldisagreement itcauses.Asecondevo-
lutionaryalgorithmoptimizesasetofmodelsagainstthecurrent
set of training data evaluated by the target system being mod-
eled. The EEA can also be viewed as a type of co-evolutionary
algorithm [17], in which models and tests alter the structure of
one another’s ﬁtness landscapes.
The EEA has been applied to problems in machine learning
[6], gene network identiﬁcation [11], damage localization in
truss structures [22], biomechanics [38], and robotics [10], [9].
In this paper, it is shown how multiple, independent physical
robotswiththesamebodyplanscanaccelerateself-modelingby
sharingtheirexperiences.Thisworkbuildsonsomepreliminary
work in [5], in which the algorithm variants reported here were
developed using a virtual system. This paper validates those ap-
proaches on a physical robot.
Robotteamsisanareaofintenseresearch.Collectiverobotics
[24], [15], [25] is concerned with robots working together on
some collective task. Much of the work in the ﬁeld has focused
on external modeling such as creating global maps [13], [26],
[18] orestimatingobjectpositions [35].Other workhas focused
on modeling an entire robot group for collaborative work [27],
orparallellearningofusefulcontrollers[32].Theworkreported
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Fig. 1. Physical robot capable of autonomous self-modeling. An action is selected at random (a) and executed by the physical robot (b), which moves it from a
planar conﬁguration into a static pose. The resulting orientation of the main body is recorded, and, along with the action that caused it, is passed to a modeling
component. The modeling component then optimizes a set of self-models (c) and (d) into a new set of self-models (e) and (f) that better mimic the behavioro f
the physical robot. A new action is then sought (g) that causes the self-models to assume maximally different poses (h) and (i). This action is then executed on
the physical robot (b). Self-modeling then recommences (c) and (d) with two action/result pairs. The process continues until a sufﬁciently accurate self-model is
found, or a set number of cycles elapse.
here differs from these projects in that it enables robots to work
togetherontopologicalmodeling:indirectlyinferringtheirbody
topologieswithoutdirectlysensingthattopology.Asmentioned
previously,thisisofusewhentherobotisconfrontedwithsome
unanticipated change, such as body damage.
Thenextsectiondescribesthealgorithmasappliedtoasingle
robot, as well as a series of strategies for adapting this algo-
rithm for use by a team of cooperating robots. Section III pro-
vides results indicating the relative performance of the variants.
Section IV presents discussion of the results and Section V pro-
vides some concluding remarks.
II. METHODS
The EEA, as applied to a single physical robot, is outlined
in Fig. 1. The robot performs a series of actions, each of which
is a collection of motor commands that move the robot from a
planar conﬁguration into a static pose. The sensors record the
orientation of the robot during the pose: This sensor data is re-
ferredtoastheaction’sresult.Theaction/resultpairisthenused
to optimize a set of self-models. A good self-model is regarded
as one that produces the same sensor data as the physical robot
when it is supplied with the same action.
A. The Robot
The physical robot [Fig. 1(b)] is composed of four upper leg
parts, four lower leg parts, and a main body. The upper legs are
attachedtothemainbodysymmetrically,andthelowerlegstothe
upperlegs.Alljointsareactuatedbyservomotorsthatcanrotate
thejointbetween 90 and90 .Thedefaultpositionforthemo-
tors(0 )causestherobottolieﬂat.Rotationstonegativeangles
causethebodyparttorotatedownward;positiveanglescauseitto
rotateupward.Oncetherobotperformsanaction,theorientation
ofthemainbodywasmeasuredmanuallytoaprecisionof 0.1 :
How much it is tilted to the left or right, and how much forward
or backward. The tilt informationis bundled with theaction that
caused it and supplied to the self-model synthesis component.
The robot was controlled by an onboard PC-104 computer
with a Pentium 166-MHz processor, 64 MB of RAM, and
512 MB of compact ﬂash memory for data storage. For external
communication with the computational components (which
were run off board on a standard desktop PC), data from the
robot was collected on a compact ﬂash card, and uploaded
to the external PC for processing. Similarly, actions were
transferred to the physical robot on the compact ﬂash card.
Batteries supplied the robot with on-board power; a Diamond
DMM-32X-AT data acquisition board was used for collecting
the joint angle sensor data; and an SV-203 servo control board
was used for driving the hinge motors.
B. Self-Models
In the modeling phase [Fig. 1(c)–(f)], a set of 15 self-models
areevolvedusingaparallelhillclimbertoinferthewayinwhich
the robot’s body parts are attached together. In previous work
[9], it was shown that 15 self-models was sufﬁcient to infer the
body plan of the physical robot: more complex robots may re-
quire more self-models. The training set is composed of the set
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Fig. 2. Genotype to phenotype translation for the self-models. The algorithm begins by knowing how many motorized parts the robot is composed of (a). A self-
model genotype G encodes information for connecting the parts together. G(i;1) indicates to which body part i should attach. G(i;2) indicates where on the
periphery it should attach. (b) shows ﬁve possible placements for part 1, and a sample placement for part 5.
of action/result pairs that have been obtained from the robot so
far. Ontheﬁrst cyclethrough thealgorithm, themodeling phase
hasonepair;onthesecondcyclethroughithastwoaction/result
pairs; and so on. The algorithm is assumed to know: how many
motorizedpartsthereare(eight),themassandgeometryofeach
part, parts are attached perpendicularly to each other, each body
part is horizontal, and that actuating a body part with a positive
angle will cause it rotate upward by that amount, and a nega-
tive angle downward by that amount. In future work, these con-
straints will gradually be relaxed. The algorithm must indirectly
infer how the parts are connected using only the tilt information
in the training data.
Each self-model is encoded using two sets of data: speciﬁc
self-informationandinvariantself-information.Speciﬁcself-in-
formation encodes information assumed to be speciﬁc to each
individualrobot,suchaslocalterraintopology,wearandtearon
the joints, and sensor noise. Invariant self-information encodes
information that is assumed to be relatively invariant across
the robot team, such as the robots’ mechanical topology. In
the present work, speciﬁc self-information encodes information
about the slope of the ground on which each robot moves, and
invariant self-information encodes the placement of orientation
of the robot’s body parts.
1) Speciﬁc Self-Information: In the present work, the same
robot [Fig. 1(b)] is used to simulate two or three robots working
in concert. However, it is assumed that multiple robots may be
working in different locales and may have accumulated slight
wear and tear on both sensors and motors. To encapsulate this
uniqueness for each robot, speciﬁc self-information is encoded
in two values: , each of which encodes a ﬂoating-
point value in . These numbers indicate a speciﬁc tilting
biasfortherobot,whichmaybecausedbymotororsensorinac-
curacies, or by sloping ground. When a self-model is actuated,
and the left/right tilt and forward/back tilt of the self-model’s
main body is recorded in degrees, is added to the left/right
tilt and is added to the forward/back tilt to simulate these
undetectableconditionsinthephysicalrobot.Aself-modelwith
or denotes that the phys-
ical robot tilts two degrees to the left, right, forward, or back,
respectively, more than it should.
For example, if the physical robot is standing on ground
canted two degrees to the right, or its left/right tilt sensor
accrues a bias such that it emits a faulty, higher signal, the
left/right tilt value returned by the physical robot could always
be two degrees greater than a perfect self-model that can only
simulate ﬂat ground. If a self-model sets , it will be able
to successfully reproduce the sensor data of the tilted physical
robot. In short, these two values, if inferred correctly, help the
robot to produce an accurate self-model of itself, even though
there may be aspects of its locale or construction that it cannot
model explicitly (such as ground tilt or sensor noise).
2) Invariant Self-Information: In the present work, invariant
self-information encodes the mechanical topology of the phys-
ical robot: which body parts are attached to which others, and
the orientation of those parts.
This information is encoded as a 8 2 genotype with
ﬂoating-point values in the range , and dictates how
the nine known body parts [Fig. 2(a)] should be connected
to one another to produce a phenotype. The phenotype is a
three-dimensional, physically realistic simulated robot, like
those shown in Fig. 1(c)–(f). The genotype is translated into a
phenotype as follows. Each row in the matrix corresponds to
one of the eight body parts. For each of the body
parts, entry is scaled to an integer value in .
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This indicates to which body part the current part attaches.
A value of 0 indicates the part attaches to the main body; a
value of 1 indicates it attaches to motorized body part 1; and so
on. In the example shown in Fig. 2(b), part 1 attaches to part
, and part 5 to part 1 . The second
value in the row, , indicates where on the periphery of
the parental body part the current part should be attached. A
value of indicates that part should connect to
the upper left of the parent body part; larger values attach the
part at further positions around the periphery of the parent part,
proceeding in a clockwise direction. In the example shown in
Fig. 2(b), body part 1 attaches to the upper-right of the main
body , and then body part 5 attaches in turn to
the upper-right of body part 1 .
The current encoding scheme for ensures that any set of
values for produces a fully connected self-model. However,
it does aid self-modeling in that body parts with lower indices
are easier to model than body parts with higher indices. Body
part1,forexample,canonlybeattachedtobodypart0,whichis
the correctconnection, and body part2 has a 50% probability of
being attached to the correct parent body part (body part 0). In
futureworkalessbiasedencodingschemewillbeimplemented.
3) Self-Model Evaluation: Once a self-model is formed, it
is actuated with each of the actions that have already been exe-
cuted by the physical robot.
The self-models are simulated within a three-dimensional,
real-timedynamical simulator.1Ateachtimestepofthesimula-
tion, all of the externalforces (gravity, momentum and friction),
internal forces (such as motor actuation) and constraints (at-
tachment points, collisions with other objects) acting on each
body part are combined, and are passed to an integrator that
computes the new position and velocity of the part. Each can-
didate self-model starts in a planar conﬁguration [such as is
shown in Fig. 1(c)–(f)], and the virtual motors are rotated to the
angles encoded in the current action. The equations of motion
areintegrateduntilallofthemotorsintheself-modelreachtheir
respective angles: this often moves the robot into a nonplanar
conﬁguration [such as is shown in Fig. 1(h), (i)]. In this conﬁg-
uration, the left/right and forward/back tilt of the self-model’s
mainbodyisrecordedas and ,respectively,foraction .
The self-model is then relaxed back to the planar conﬁgura-
tion, and the second action performed by the physical robot is
used to actuate the self-model again. This process is repeated
for each action that the physical robot has performed so far.
The subjective error of a self-model is then given by
(1)
where is the total number of actions that have been performed
by the robot so far; is the amount the robot tilted to the
left or right when it executed action , is the amount the
self-model tilted to the left or right when it executed action ,
is the left/right bias encoded by the self-model, is the
amount the robot tilted forward or backward when it executed
action , is the amount the self-model tilted to the left or
right when it executed action , and is the forward/back bias
1www.ode.org
encoded by the self-model. therefore computes the mean
error, in degrees, between all tilt angles recorded by the robot
and all corresponding tilt angles produced by the self-model. In
short, the accuracy of a self-model is how well it reproduces the
behaviors of the robot when supplied with the same actions.
At the beginning of the algorithm, a random action is per-
formed by the physical robot, and 15 random self-models are
created.Ahillclimberthenoptimizeseachofthe15self-models
in an attempt to minimize . Once a self-model has been eval-
uated, both and are copied, and one or the other is chosen
for mutation, with an equal probability. A single value in either
or is then chosenat random, and a smallvalue chosen from
arandomGaussian distributionisadded toit.Theresultingself-
model is then evaluated. If the new self-model achieves a lower
subjective error than the parent self-model, the parent genotype
is discarded; otherwise, the child is discarded. This process is
continued for 200 generations, for each of the 15 self-models.
These optimized self-models [Fig. 1(e), (f)] are then passed to
the testing phase [Fig. 1(h), (i)] for locating a new action.
On the second and subsequent cycles through the modeling
phase, hillclimbing begins with the best self-models from the
previous cycle, but the self-models are re-evaluated against the
largertrainingset,whichcontainstheoriginalaction/resultpairs
plus the new pair just obtained from the robot.
C. The Actions
The testing phase attempts to ﬁnd a new action that, when
executed by the robot, will provide more information about its
topology. The physical robot is capable of 36 possible actions.
The ﬁrst eight actions command one of the motors to rotate
downward by 30 and the other seven to rotate upward by 30 .
The remaining 28 actions command two of the motors to rotate
downward by 30 and the other six upward by 30 . In earlier
work [5], it was shown that by allowing only one or two body
parts to affect the tilt of the main body, the robot could more
rapidly infer its own topology. Body parts rotated downward
lift the main body, while those rotated upward do not affect tilt.
This is illustrated by the four sample poses shown in Fig. 3.
Initially,oneofthe36actionsisselectedatrandomandsentto
the target robot to generate the ﬁrst action/result pair [Fig. 1(a)].
Onthesecondandsubsequentcycles,theoptimizedself-models
from the modeling phase are used to determine which new ac-
tion to send to the robot. During these cycles, the ﬁtness of
each remaining untried action is computed. The action with
the highest ﬁtness is sent to the physical robot for evaluation.
The ﬁtness of each action is determined as followed. Each ac-
tion is sent, in turn, to the 15 self-models. The behaviors of the
self-models in response to the action determine its ﬁtness.
More precisely, the ﬁtness of an action is computed as
(2)
(3)
(4)
where rewards the candidate action for inducing variance
across the self-models. represents the variance across
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Fig. 3. Alternative approaches for exploiting two or more robots for self-mod-
eling. In the Combined variant (a), two robots each execute different actions,
and then feed those two actions (along with their results) into a common base
algorithm. In the Swap variant (b), each robot maintains its own independent
base algorithm, but they swap their current best self-models.
the left and right tilting of the 15 optimized self-models when
supplied with action , and represents the variance
across the forward and backward tilting of the 15 optimized
self-models. For example a low value for indicates
that all the self-models tilted to the left, or all to the right; a
high value indicates some tilted to the left, some did not tilt left
or right, and some tilted to the right. Likewise for .
The ﬁrst term rewards an action for how much it causes
the optimized self-models to tilt in different directions. This re-
ﬂectsthetheoreticalﬁndingfromactivelearninginwhichitwas
shown [33] that the best way to choose new training data for la-
belingbythetargetsystem(inthiscase,therobot)istheonethat
causes the self-models to disagree in their predictions about the
label for this training data. Once this training data is labeled by
the system and added to the training set, now only some of the
self-models, not all, will agree with the results from the system,
because the self-models disagree about the new training data.
Further modeling can then replace these recently revealed erro-
neous self-models with new self-models that explain all the old
training data, plus the new training data.
The second term penalizes potentially “dangerous” actions.
Dangerous actions are those which may cause the robot to be-
haveverydifferentlyfromtheself-models,eventhoughtheself-
models are topologically very similar to the robot. For example,
if an action causes the robot to balance on its left and right
upper legs, it may maintain an untilted main body [as shown in
Fig.3(b)],whiletopologicallysimilar,yetnotperfectlyaccurate
self-models may predict that the main body will tilt. These dan-
gerous actions have the effect of making the self-model search
space very rugged: relatively accurate self-models suddenly ex-
perience a misleading increase in error when such new training
data is collected. “Dangerous” actions are avoided by taking the
current self-model set and producing mutants of each of them,
as described in Section II. The 15 self-models and
their corresponding mutant self-models are then
actuated with the current candidate action, and the predicted
tilt angles from the original models are stored in and
,andthepredictedtiltanglesfromthemutatedmodels
are stored in and . then records the mean
disagreement between the tilt angles of the original and mutant
model pairs. This amount of disagreement predicts the poten-
tial disagreement between the robot and a topological similar
self-model. Self-models with high values of are thus avoided.
For a more detailed treatment of this phenomenon, see [4].
D. Algorithm Variants
A total of 14 algorithm variants were tested (Table I), and the
relative ability of the variants to produce accurate self-models
was measured. Some of the variants relied on a single robot op-
erating in isolation (Fig. 1), and is referred to as the base al-
gorithm. Some of the variants rely on several robots drawing
training data from, and combining resulting sensor data into the
base algorithm [Fig. 3(a)]. Some of the variants also rely on
several robots, but each robot maintains its own base algorithm
[Fig. 3(b)]. In the variants where multiple robots are employed,
a single physical robot simulates several robots in the following
manner. When an actionmeant for robot 1 is received,the phys-
ical robot performs the action, and adds a small bias angle to
both the resulting left/right and forward/back tilt angle. The two
biases (one for left/right, the other for forward/back) are chosen
randomlyfrom .Whenanactionforrobot2isreceived
bythephysicalrobot,itagainperformstheactionbutnowaddsa
bias unique to robot 2, and so forth. This simulates several topo-
logicallysimilarrobotsmovingoverdifferentlytiltedground,or
with accrued biases in their motors or sensors. A small amount
of uniform noise is also added to each tilt angle returned by the
robot selected from . Rather than perform the al-
gorithm variants on the robot in real-time, each of the 36 ac-
tions were supplied to the robot and the resulting tilt angles
were recorded before any of the experiments were attempted.
For each “robot” involved in an algorithm variant, the 36 ac-
tion/result pairs were copied and the tilt angle biases for that
robot were added.
1) CombinedVariant: Thisvariantallowstworobotstoshare
a common instance of the EEA, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Rather
than the testing phase outputting a single action, two actions are
output. During the ﬁrst pass through the testing phase, two ac-
tions are chosen at random from the 36 and output; during the
second and subsequent passes, the action with highest , and
theonewiththesecond-highest areoutput.Theﬁrstrobotex-
ecutes the ﬁrst action, and the second robot executes the second
action.Thetwoactions,alongwiththeirresults,arebundledand
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ALGORITHM VARIANTS
sent to the common modeling phase. In the base algorithm, the
ﬁrst pass through the modeling phase optimizes models against
oneaction/resultpair;duringthe thpass,modelsareoptimized
against action/result pairs. In variant , two robots com-
bine results into a single base algorithm: the ﬁrst pass through
the modeling phase optimizes models against two action/result
pairs; during the th pass through the modeling phase, they are
optimized against action/result pairs. In variant , three
robots combine results into a single base algorithm. The three
actions that best induce self-model disagreement are sent to the
three robots after each pass through the testing phase. During
the th pass through the modeling phase, self-models are opti-
mized against action/result pairs.
2) Swap Variant: Fig. 3(b) outlines Swap, in which two
robots maintain their own base algorithm. However, unlike the
base algorithm, when a pass through the self-modeling phase
in Swap ﬁnishes, the robot waits for a signal from the other
robot (or robots) that it has also ﬁnished a cycle of self-mod-
eling. At this point, they swap best self-models: the ﬁrst robot
makes a copy of its best self-model and sends it to robot 2.
Conversely, robot 2 sends its best self-model to robot 1. Each
robot then deletes its worst self-model and replaces it with the
model received from the other robot. The robots then continue
on to the testing phase. The best self-model is deﬁned as the
self-model among the current 15 candidate self-models with
lowest subjective error (1); the worst self-model is deﬁned as
the self-model with the highest subjective error. In variant
two robots swap best self-models. In variant , three robots
swap best self-models: each robot sends its best self-model to
the other two robots, and overwrites its worst and second worst
self-model with the best self-models received from the other
two robots.
3) Mult Extension: An extension was applied to the Swap
variants in which robots swap not only their best self-model,
but multiple self-models. In variant , each robots sends
its best self-models to the other robot, and
overwrites its seven worst self-models with those received from
the other robot. In , each of the three robots sends its
best self-models to the other two robots. Each
robot overwrites its middle ﬁve self-models with those from the
ﬁrst of the other two robots, and its worst ﬁve self-models with
those from the second of the other two robots.
4) Passup Extension: In the self-modeling phase,
self-models are optimized independently using a hill climber.
The PassUp extension introduces a method for propagating
genetic material from one self-model to another, without re-
ducing the variation in the self-model population. In an earlier
study [4], crossover was introduced to the base algorithm,
but the resulting algorithm variant performed worse. It was
observed that because crossover reduces the overall variation
in the self-model population, it is more difﬁcult in the testing
phase to locate an action that induces disagreement among the
models. PassUp is a modiﬁcation of the crossover operator, and
functions as follows. After each generation in the self-modeling
phase, the 15 child self-models are mutated normally. Then,
two of the child self-models are chosen at random, and each
row from in the worse of the two self-models is passed
up into and overwrites the corresponding row in the better
self-model with a 50% probability. The better self-model does
not contribute any genetic material to the worse self-model.
In this way, a self-model from one robot, when imported by
another robot, may have a relatively high subjective error
within the new self-model set. However, it may model a few
body parts correctly, such as the body parts that were tested in
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Fig. 4. Relative modeling performance for the 14 algorithm variants. (a) The Swap and Combined variants are compared to the base algorithm; (b) the Swap
variants with trading of multiple self-models are compared against the base algorithm and Combined variants; (c) all variants with the PassUp extension are
compared; and (d) all variants with the PassUp extension are compared against the Swap variants with both the PassUp and Mult extensions. Runs that produced
models with statistically signiﬁcant more accuracy than the base algorithm are marked with an asterisk. Error bars indicate one unit of standard deviation.
the other robot. Using PassUp, an imported self-model may
contribute well-modeled body parts up into the more accurate
self-models of the current set.
ThePassUpextensionwasintroducedintothebasealgorithm
, two robots combining results into a shared base algo-
rithm , two robots swapping best self-models ,
three robots combining results into a shared base algorithm
, three robots swapping best self-models ,t w o
robots swapping multiple self-models (SMP2), and three robots
swapping multiple self-models (SMP3).
III. RESULTS
Thirty independent trials of the 14 algorithm variants were
conducted. Each trial was conducted for 18 cycles, with the ex-
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ception of the and variants, which were only run
for 12 cycles. Because these variants use up three actions at
each cycle, all 36 actions are executed by the robots after 12 cy-
cles. Foreachpassthroughtheself-modelingphaseof , the
self-models are optimized for only 100 generations, rather than
200 generations as in the other algorithm variants. In
generations of self-modeling optimization are performed. This
normalizes the amount of computational effort performed by all
algorithm variants to nearly 300000 self-model evaluations per
independent trial.
For each trial, and after each pass through the modeling
phase, the self-model with the lowest was selected, and its
objective error was measured, given as
(5)
where is the horizontal position of body part on the robot
when it lies ﬂat, is the horizontal position of body part on
the self-model, is the -position of body part on the robot,
and is the -position of body part on the self-model. The
objective error of a self-model is equal to the mean Euclidean
distance betweenthe positions ofthe robot’sbody parts,and the
self-model’s body parts. This metric then gives an indication of
how close the self-model is to the topology of the robot, inde-
pendent of the collected action/result pairs.
Fig. 4(a) reports the relative modeling abilities of the ﬁrst
ﬁvealgorithmvariants,withouttheMultandPassUpextensions.
Bars indicate the mean objective errors for that variant, for that
cycle. As can be seen, the objective errors of the self-models
decrease with increasing cycles, as expected, for all variants.
Despite a few, early sporadic improvements by the Combined
variant with three robots due to its threefold increase in the
number of action/result pairs it receives per cycle, no variants
outperformed the base algorithm.
Adding the Mult extension to the Swap variants ( and
) does not improve these variants relative to the base al-
gorithm and Combined variants, as indicated by Fig. 4(b). How-
ever,addingthePassUpextensiontoallﬁvevariantsdoesconfer
a signiﬁcant advantage to the Swap variant with three robots
, as indicated by Fig. 4(c); consistently generates
more accurate self-models than the base algorithm from cycle
12onward.WhenboththeMultand PassUpextensionsareinte-
grated into the Swap variant, SMP2 and SMP3 signiﬁcantly out-
perform the base algorithm from cycle 12 onward [Fig. 4(d)].
A second performance metric for measuring self-model
quality was also applied to the algorithm variants. At the end of
each pass through the modeling phase, the self-model with the
lowest subjective error was extracted, and it was determined
whether it had the same topology as the robot. Fig. 5(a)–(f) re-
ports the topologies of the best self-models taken from cycle 10
of the ﬁrst six trials of the base algorithm. As can be seen, none
of the self-models have the correct topology. However, four of
the ﬁrst six trials for the SMP2 variant discovered the robot’s
true topology after ten cycles [Fig. 5(g)–(l)]. That is, all eight
body parts in the self-model are attached to the correct parent
body part. Fiveof theﬁrst six trials for SMP3variantdiscovered
Fig. 5. Sample topologies of optimized self-models. Each panel displays the
best self-model extracted after ten passes through the modeling phase for the
ﬁrstsixtrialsofthebasealgorithmB 1;(a)–(f),theSwapvariantusingtheMult
andPassUp extensionsfortworobotsSMP2;(g)–(l),andtheSwapvariantusing
the Mult and PassUp extensions for three robots SMP3; (m)–(r). Topologically
correct models are boxed.
the robot’s true topology after 10 cycles [Fig. 5(g)–(l)]. As can
be seen, some of the topologically correct self-models may still
be relatively inaccurate in that their attachment positions are
skewed.
For the base algorithm and all of the Swap variants, the frac-
tion of trials that converged on a self-model with the correct
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Fig. 6. Relative modeling performance of the base algorithm and Swap variants. Each marker indicates the fraction of independent trials that have discovered a
topologically correct self-model for that algorithm variant, by that cycle. (a) Modeling abilities of the base algorithm and Swap variants used by two robots. (b)
Modeling abilities of the base algorithm and Swap variants used by three robots. Comparative modeling abilities for two and three robots swapping self-models
without the Mult or PassUp extension (c); with only the Mult extension (d); with only the PassUp extension (e); and with both the Mult and PassUp extensions (f).
topology was computed, for each cycle. This metric indicates
how often, and how early, a given algorithm variant converges
on a topologically correct self-model. Fig. 6(a) compares the
four Swap variants, using two robots, against the base algo-
rithm. As can be seen, the base algorithm does not dis-
cover a topologically correct self-model until cycle 11, while
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Fig. 7. Illustration of how Mult and PassUp accelerate self-modeling. Correctly modeled body parts from robot 2 (parts 2 and 6) are sent to robot 1 via the Mult
variant, and are then integrated during model optimization into the best model generated by robot 1 via the PassUp extension.
the Swap variants begin discovering topologically correct self-
models after the ﬁfth cycle. The SMP2 variant outperforms the
base algorithm and other Swap variants, in that it consistently
achievesa greaterfraction ofindependent trialsexhibitingtopo-
logically correct self-models than the other algorithm variants
(shaded squares).
Fig.6(b)comparesthefourSwapvariants,usingthreerobots,
against the base algorithm. Adding a third robot to the two col-
laborating robots does not reduce the number of cycles nec-
essary to achieve a topologically correct self-model: the Swap
variants still only discover such self-models after cycle 5. How-
ever,theSwapvariantwithboththeMultandPassUpextensions
(SMP3, shaded squares) outperforms the other Swap variants,
with the exception of cycles 11 to 14 (shaded triangles).
Fig. 6(c)–(f) indicate that three robots swapping self-models
outperform two robots, for all Swap variants except SMP3. Pre-
sumably, the Mult and PassUp extension empower SMP2 sufﬁ-
ciently that there is no additional performance gain to be had by
adding a third robot.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results indicate that in general, two robots swapping
self-models synthesize accurate self-models using fewer ac-
tion-result data pairs than one robot operating alone, or two
robots sharing a common modeling algorithm. This is indicated
in Fig. 4(d), in which only the Swap variants that incorporate
the Mult and PassUp extensions produce signiﬁcantly more
accurate self-models than both the base algorithm and the
Combined variants. The performance advantage realized by
the Swap variants can be explained as follows. When imported
by a recipient robot, a self-model (or set of self-models) may
be optimized to explain different body parts not yet tested
by the donor robot. When the improved self-model (or set of
self-models) is sent back, it may be further improved to explain
the new body parts just tested by the donor robot. Therefore
self-models are optimized against the body parts tested by
both robots. Further, self-models in the Swap variants need
only account for the biases of their current host robot: when
received, self-models may be adapted to account for the local
biases, and then adapted back to the original biases of the
donor when transferred back to it. In the Combined variants,
self-models must be adapted to explain all of the biases of the
contributing robots, which is not achievable.
Fig. 6(a) and (b) indicate that the Swap variants which in-
corporate the Mult and PassUp extensions outperform the other
Swap variants, indicating that both extensions confer some ad-
vantage compared to variants with only one or none of these ex-
tensions. Fig. 7 illustrates why this combination confers an ad-
vantage. Different robots perform different actions, and thereby
obtain indirect evidence about the positions of different body
parts. For instance in Fig. 7, the ﬁrst robot obtains data about
the positions of the left-hand body parts (parts 4 and 8) while
the second robot obtains data about the right-hand and lower
body parts (parts 2 and 6, and 3, and 7, respectively). If the
ﬁrst robot then obtains information about the right-hand body
parts, it may incorporate those parts from the best self-model
exported by the second robot using PassUp, without having to
model those parts ab initio. If on the other hand it obtains in-
formation about the lower body parts, it may incorporate those
parts from the second-best self-model exported by the second
robot using Mult (indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 7).
Fig.6(c)–(f)indicateshowthreerobotsswappingself-models
improve over two robots. First, it can be seen that all algorithms
start to create topologically correct self-models only after ﬁve
actions have been performed. That is, teams of three robots do
not begin to discover correct models earlier than pairs of robots,
or robots working alone. This indicates that there is some hard
limit on the minimum number of actions required before topo-
logically correct self-models can be found. However, consistent
performance is more prevalent in teams of three robots than it
is in teams of two, or in independent robots: all Swap variants
relying on three robots discover more correct self-models, with
less actions, than Swap variants relying on two robots (or one
robotactingalone).Thisindicatesthatthemorerobotsthatshare
self-models, the less actions (and attendant self-modeling) are
required for the majority of them to realize correct self-models.
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V. CONCLUSION
Inthispaper,ithasbeenshownthatquadrupedalrobotswhich
share experiences more rapidly synthesize models describing
their own body. More speciﬁcally, a series of alternatives for
sharing experiences were explored, and it was found that it is
moreadvantageousforquadrupedalrobotstomaintainindepen-
dent self-modeling algorithms, and swap their best self-models,
rather than combining experiences into a common modeling al-
gorithm. This is a particularly encouraging result as robots op-
erating in the ﬁeld need only communicate with their peers in
order to swap experiences, rather than communicate back to a
centralcomputationalresource:Forincreasingnumbersofinde-
pendent agents, peer-to-peercommunicationstrategiesare most
robustandscalablethanmany-to-onecommunicationstrategies.
Also, it has been shown how robots with a speciﬁc mor-
phology should share experiences. Each robot should maintain
not just a single self-model, but a set of candidate self-models,
and more accurate self-models should only import genetic ma-
terial from less accurate self-models. This constraint keeps the
self-model population from converging on seemingly correct,
but objectively incorrect self-models. Second, robots should
share several of their best self-models, rather than just the
currently best self-model, as often randomly selected genetic
material from a self-model with intermediate accuracy contains
correctly modeled body parts, and can be imported into the
self-models of another robot that has not modeled those parts
correctly yet. Previously, it has been shown that maintaining
multiple models provides a mechanism for extracting new
information from the system being modeled [33], [9]. The
current work provides another reason why it is beneﬁcial for a
robot to maintain several, rather than a single self-model.
In previous work [9], it was demonstrated that a physical
robot that can autonomously model its own body can use that
self-model to recover from unanticipated situations, such as
body damage. By extension, robots that collaborate to accel-
erate self-modeling will, as a group, be capable of more rapid
recoveryfromunanticipatedsituations.Morespeciﬁcally,ifone
robot diagnoses damage through self-modeling, and generates
a recovery strategy, it can communicate both the self-model and
recovery strategy to other robots. Other robots that then suffer
similar injury can rapidly diagnose the damage by matching
imported self-models against the new sensor data. The recovery
strategy associated with the best matching imported self-model
can then be executed, thereby greatly accelerating diagnosis
and recovery. This dynamic will be explored in future work.
It is interesting to note that a team with at least one dam-
aged robot would confer an even greater performance advan-
tageonthedistributedapproachtoself-modeling(i.e.,Swap),as
self-models exported by a damaged robot would simply be dis-
carded by intact robots and assimilated by similarly damaged
robots. The centralized approach to self-modeling (i.e., Com-
bined) would be forced to settle on self-models that fail to ac-
curately reﬂect either the damaged or intact robots.
In related work, we have recently shown how topological
modeling can be applied to other nonlinear, coupled systems in
addition to robots [8]. It was shown there how the time com-
plexity for model search can be reduced from exponential to
polynomial time. In future work, this simplifying mechanism
willbeintroducedtorobotsperformingself-modeling.Also,the
approach will be applied to robots with different body plans and
greater degrees of freedom to determine the generality of the al-
gorithm.
For higher animals, language and imitation are the only con-
duits available for sharing experience: a human may tell an-
other human how to operate a new tool, or a parent may demon-
strate an action to a child. The form of communication demon-
strated between intelligent agents in this paper provides a direct
formofinteraction:Agentscancommunicateinformationabout
each other’s body directly, by sharing self-models. The ﬁeld of
biorobotics [39], [19], [30] is concerned with instantiating bi-
ological structures or behaviors in robots. This work demon-
strates an additional mechanism by which artiﬁcial agents can
surpass biological agents: communicating self-knowledge di-
rectly with one another, rather than indirectly through language
or imitation.
Most collective robotics projects realize robot teams that
communicate with one another in order to establish cooperative
behaviors [2], [29], [34], synthesize global maps [13], [26],
or estimate object positions [35]. This work demonstrates
the utility of another form of collaboration: The sharing of
experiences for self-modeling, and eventually for accelerating
adaptation to and recovery from unanticipated situations,
which constantly challenge an autonomous robot operating in
unstructured environments.
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